CNC Service Engineer
Scope
Clausing Industrial Inc., a worldwide builder and distributor of machine tools, is seeking an ambitious,
self-motivated, and conscientious CNC Service Engineer for our Kalamazoo, MI office. The position will
provide exciting opportunities to work for an energetic company in a fast paced industry. Clausing
Industrial Inc. is a well-known name in the machine tool industry with over 103 years in business.
Job Responsibilities
The CNC service engineer must have a broad understanding of electrical, pneumatic, and hydraulic
schematics to effectively troubleshoot and repair issues with electrical and mechanical components of
machine tools, in our Kalamazoo facility as well in our customer’s facilities across North America. CNC
programing ability is a plus but not required.
Responsibilities include but are not limited to:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Utilizing machine tool manuals, technical documents, internal and vendor resources to
research machine problems.
Traveling to customer locations to install, troubleshoot, repair and maintain all machine
tool equipment and controls. This travel may require air, car or other forms of
transportation.
Promoting and performing preventative maintenance on the customer’s machine tool
equipment and conducting after sales technical support and training.
Provide technical assistance and repair part information over the phone.
Ensuring proper documentation is completed and submitted to the office and customer in
regards to status of machine issues, repairs, and installation.
Possessing and maintaining an in depth knowledge of machine tool industry, and product
lines represented by the company.
Update and maintain machine data base records on the file server.

Job Requirements
The successful candidate should have a minimum of 3 years of experience in mechanical and electrical
repair of CNC machine tools - CNC programing skills a plus. Experience with Microsoft Word, Excel,
Outlook and the ability to read and interpret drawings and schematics are required. Excellent technical,
communication, and presentation skills are a must. The CNC Service Engineer must be able to meet the
physical requirements of the job. This position requires flexible hours and frequent travel, including
driving throughout North America.
Physical Requirements include but not limited to:
Bending, lifting, crawling on floor, able to fly and drive long distances.
Benefits
Clausing Industrial Inc. offers a competitive salary based on experience and skill level, a comprehensive
benefits package, holiday and vacation pay and paid business expenses. We are an equal opportunity
employer. To apply for this position, please e-mail your resume to km@clausing-industrial.com

